Let A be a Hausdorff space, <p a continuous mapping of A into itself. It is the purpose of the present paper to discuss various topics centering around the following question: If g is a bounded continuous function on A, does there exist a bounded continuous function/on A such that/(0a)-/(a) =g(a) for all a in At Suppose that for each «o in A, the set {<pna0, re2:0} is dense in A. Theorem 1 asserts that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such an / is that | JjLo gi<Pka) | should be uniformly bounded for all positive j and all points a of A. For homeomorphisms of compact spaces, this result was previously obtained by Gottschalk and Hedlund [5, T for which ||rn|| is bounded for all n. A sufficient condition in a general Banach space would seem to require an assumption that the elements { X)i=o Tki} lie f°r aH j m a fixed weakly compact subset K of X. It would be interesting to obtain a proof of Theorem 1 along these lines. We shall content ourselves with showing by these methods that if m is a totally-finite measure on a c-algebra on A, Lmim) the space of ?ra-essentially bounded measurable functions, <f> a measure preserving mapping of A into A, then in order that for an element g in L°°im), there should exist an/ in L°°im) such that fi<pa) -/(a) =gia) a.e. in m, it is necessary and sufficient that raz-ess. sup. | ^i_0 gi<j>ka) | should be uniformly bounded for all positive/2 Such a result raises another sort of question. For a topological space A if g is continuous and / is a solution of the equation /(</>a)
Let A be a Hausdorff space, <p a continuous mapping of A into itself. It is the purpose of the present paper to discuss various topics centering around the following question: If g is a bounded continuous function on A, does there exist a bounded continuous function/on A such that/(0a)-/(a) =g(a) for all a in At Suppose that for each «o in A, the set {<pna0, re2:0} is dense in A. Theorem 1 asserts that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such an / is that | JjLo gi<Pka) | should be uniformly bounded for all positive j and all points a of A. For homeomorphisms of compact spaces, this result was previously obtained by Gottschalk and Hedlund [5, rem 14.11, p. 135].:
A related problem for linear operators in a Banach space is obtained by letting X be the Banach space of bounded continuous functions on A with the uniform norm, T the linear transformation of X into itself defined by (T/)(a) =fi<pa), aEA. In terms of X and T, Theorem 1 states that g will lie in the range of il-T) if and only if the sequence of norms || ]>jfc-o Tkg\\ is uniformly bounded for all positive /. In a reflexive Banach space, this characterization of the range of il-T) is valid for any linear transformation T for which ||rn|| is bounded for all n. A sufficient condition in a general Banach space would seem to require an assumption that the elements { X)i=o Tki} lie f°r aH j m a fixed weakly compact subset K of X. It would be interesting to obtain a proof of Theorem 1 along these lines. We shall content ourselves with showing by these methods that if m is a totally-finite measure on a c-algebra on A, Lmim) the space of ?ra-essentially bounded measurable functions, <f> a measure preserving mapping of A into A, then in order that for an element g in L°°im), there should exist an/ in L°°im) such that fi<pa) -/(a) =gia) a.e. in m, it is necessary and sufficient that raz-ess. sup. | ^i_0 gi<j>ka) | should be uniformly bounded for all positive/2 Such a result raises another sort of question. For a topological space A if g is continuous and / is a solution of the equation /(</>a) (1)' h(4>ai) = fa(hai).
In this form, the result has been established by S. Kakutani in [7] by rather different methods. One interesting feature of the present proof is that it is valid also under the following hypotheses: Ai a measure space with a measure m such that all open sets are measurable and have positive measure, <p maps null sets on null sets, h a function from Ai to ^42 continuous on the complement of a set of zero measure. Then h is continuous on the whole of Ai after replacement on a set of measure zero. An extension is given for functional equations of a more general type than (1)'.
1: Let A be a Hausdorff space, <j> a continuous mapping of A into itself. We assume that A is a minimal orbit closure under <p, i.e., for every a0 in A, the closure of the set {<bnaa, w2:0J coincides with A. Let B be another Hausdorff space, ^ a continuous mapping of the Cartesian product AXB into B.
We define a continuous mapping x of A XB into itself by setting it (a, b) = (<pa, fa[a, b)). If x" is the «th iterate of x, 0(a, b) is the orbit Proof. By the Lemma of Zorn, it suffices to prove that every subfamily of J which is linearly ordered with respect to inclusion has a lower bound in /. Let L = {Fa} be such a family. Then F0 = f\a Fa is a closed invariant set under ir while pBiFo) is certainly contained in a compact subset of B. To prove that F0EJ, we must show F0^(p. Let a0 be a point of A, Ga = Far^pA1i^o). By Lemma 1, Ga is a family of closed sets in A XB such that every finite subfamily has a nonempty intersection. Moreover, each Ga is a closed subset of aoXClipsiFa)), which is compact since it is mapped homeomorphically by pB on the compact set ClipsiFa)).
Since all the Ga are compact, G0 = na Ga, is nonempty, and, since GoQF0, F0 is nonempty.
Let f be a homeomorphism of B onto itself commuting with \p, i.e.
such that ipia, fo) =ftKa, o) for all aEA, bEB. Let 5f be the homeomorphism of A XB onto itself defined by S^a, b) = (a, fo).
Lemma 3. Let F0 be a minimal element of J and suppose that for a fixed point a in A, the points (a, b) and (a, bi) lie in F. Suppose further that there exists a homeomorphism f of B onto B commuting with ip, such that £b = bi. Then S^F0 = Fo.
Proof. From the fact that f commutes with yj/, we see that 5f7r(a, b) *=i<pa, f^(a, b)) = i<pa, xpia, {b))=irS{ia, b). Thus S^rn = irnSt, and 5r(0(a, b))=Oia, fo). Since St is a homeomorphism, 5j-7?(a, b) <=Fia, fo). Since F0 is a minimal element of /, F0 = F(a, o) =£(a, Oi).
But StF0 = SsF(a, b) = F{a, fb) = F(a, 6,) = F0. To prove sufficiency, we specialize our preceding discussion by taking B=Rn and setting \p(a, r)=r+g(a) for a£.A, r^Rn. The corresponding mapping x is defined by x(a, r) = (<pa, r+g(a)). The condition (2) is equivalent to the fact that the orbit of any point (a, r) under x has a bounded and hence precompact image in R" under the projection map pR* of AXRn into R". Hence the conclusions of Lemmas 1,2, and 3 are valid for this mapping x. Let F0 be a minimal closed invariant set in A XRn with respect to x. Suppose that for some point a in A, pAX(a)(~\Fo contained two distinct points (a, r), (a, ri). Let ^ = r -ru f£ the homeomorphism of Rn onto itself defined by tt(r) =r+£. Then f£ commutes with fa f{(ri) =r, and Lemma 3 is applicable. Thus if St((a, r) = (a, r+£), ShF0 = F0. But then 5f™F0 = F0
for any positive integer m, contradicting the boundedness of the second component for elements of F0. Thereby, we have shown that F0 has at most one point (a, r) for a given a(E.A.
Let / be the function from A to Rn defined uniquely by the condition (a,/(a))EF0.
By Lemma 1,/is defined on all of A. f can be considered as a function from A to the compact set Cl(J>BnF0). Since Fo, the graph of/, is closed, / is continuous [l, Exercise 12, p. 68].
Since x(a, f(a))EF0, we have (<pa, f(a)+g(a))GF0, i.e. f(<pa)=f(a) +g(a).
Remark. Following a remark of Kakutani, we note that the existence of a minimal subset in J under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 can be proved in an elementary way without the use of Zorn's Lemma or the Axiom of Choice. Let F0 = F(a0, rQ) for a fixed element (a0, r0) in A XRn. We shall show that F0 is a minimal element of /.
It suffices to show that if (a, r)£F0, then (a0, r0)^F(a, r). We note first that if (a0, ri)GF0, and £ = rx -r0, then 5f{Fo = 5f£F(a0, r0) = F(ao, ri)QFo-If ?^0, then 5f£F0CF0 for all m>0, contradicting range of il-T) is that || zli^o Tkg\\ be uniformly bounded for j'SiO.
If \\Tn\\ ^M' for re^O, the condition is also necessary.
Proof. The necessity is obvious, since if g=iI-T)f, || St_0 Tkg\\ = \\f-T'+1f\\^2M'. Sufficiency follows from Lemma 4 since every closed ball about zero in a reflexive space is weakly compact.
Theorem
2. Let A be a measure space with a totally finite measure m, 4> a measure preserving mapping of A into A. In order that for a function g in L°°im), there should exist an fEL"im) such that fi<pa) -fia)=gia) a.e. in m, it is necessary and sufficient that i m-ess. sup. 2J g(<£*°) k=0 should be uniformly bounded for j^O.
Proof of Theorem 2. Choose a value of p, 1 <p< oo. Let T mapping Lpim) into itself be defined by (7/)(a) =fi<pa), aEA. Then II TJ\\l' = ll/IU", while \\f\\Lp^miA) 1/p||/||z," forfGLTiL". Since necessity is obvious, we consider only sufficiency. Let g be our given function from L». Since \\T,LoTkg\\L'£m(A)li>\\'£l_0T*d\ which is uniformly bounded for j 2:0, applying Lemma 5 to the reflexive space Lpim), we conclude that there exists foELvim) such that /o(<pa) -/o(^)=g(a).
Since the mean ergodic theorem holds for T in the reflexive space Lvim), [8] the ergodic means ra-1 X^lJ T'f0 converges to an element /i of L"im) in the strong topology of Z>(m) and
Then f(4>a)-f(a)=g(a) a.e. while «_1Z";JZ'/->0 in Lvim) as »-»oo. Set i"=-»-1^=,S:JPg.
Then ||Ab|[£" are uniformly bounded while hn=f-n"1 zZ%i T'f converges in Lp(m) to / as n-><». Choosing a subsequence which converges to/a.e., it follows that fE:Lx(m).
3. Let ^4i and A2 be two Hausdorff spaces, with Ai a Baire space, i.e. of the second category on itself. Let 0 be a homeomorphism of Ai onto itself such that ^4i is a minimal orbit closure under <p. Let ^i be a continuous mapping from AiXA2 into A2. We shall consider functions h from Ai to A2 which satisfy the condition (3) h(ai) = $(au h(ar)), mGii.
The function h will be said to be a Baire function if there exists a set S of the first category in Ai such that h is a continuous mapping of ^4i -5 into A2. If A2 is a metric space, this definition includes all functions obtained by a sequence of pointwise sequential limits starting with continuous functions [2, Exercise 14, p. 81 ]. A family H of homeomorphisms of ^42 is said to be universally transitive if for every pair of distinct points a2, a{ in ^42 there is a f in H such that <Ta2 = a(.
3. Let h be a Baire function from Ax to A2 for which (3) holds outside some set Sx of first category in Ai. Suppose that A2 is compact and that there exists a universally transitive family II of homeomorphisms of A2, each of which has no fixed points and commutes with fa Then after change on a set of the first category in Ai, h can be made into a continuous function from AxtoA2 satisfying (3) for all ar in Ai.
Proof.
Let 50 = U"s0 {<pn(S)\J<p"(Si)}. Since d> is a homeomorphism, So is of first category in Ai. Ai -S0 is an invariant set with respect to <j> and dense in Ai, h is continuous from A\ -So to ^42, and (3) holds for all ai in Ai -So. If we set B=A2 in the discussion of §1 and x(ai, a2) = (<f>ai, faifli, a2)), the results of Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 are valid for x. Let a{ be a point of Ai -S0, ai =h(a(), F0 a minimal invariant set contained in F(a{ , a2). The condition (3) on h in Ai -So implies since h is continuous on A\-S0, that if G is the graph of h on ^i-50, then G = F(a{, ai)r\p^(Ai-So). We shall show that F0 = F(a{, a2) and that for each ai in Ai, pA,(ai)f\Fo consists of a single point. The function / whose graph is Fo will then be the desired continuous extension of h.
It suffices to show that if (a\, a2) and (ai, a*) lie in F0, then a2 = a*. If not, there is a homeomorphism f £/? commuting with \p and without fixed points on A2 such that £a2 = a*. By Lemma 3, however S;F0 = Fo. Since f has no fixed points, S{ has no fixed points. But then F0 and a fortiori F(a{, ai) would have at least two points over every point of A\. Since over the points of Ai -So, it has only one point, this is impossible.
We may specialize Theorem 3 in two ways: (1) by letting A2 be a compact group, fa. a mapping of Ai into ^42, fa[ai, a2) =fa-(at) a2, the homeomorphism family Hbe the elements of A2-\e\ acting by right multiplication on A2; (2) by letting A2 be a compact space, fa. be a homeomorphism of A2 onto itself such that the group generated by fa. is equicontinuous, \[/(ai, a2) = fa.(a2), H the closure of the group of homeomorphisms generated by fa. except for the identity. In this second case we may replace A2 by the orbit closure under fa. of one of the values taken by h on an element of Ai -So-It is known [5, 9 .33, pp. 78-79] that on this orbit closure II is universally transitive and, unless the orbit closure is finite, the elements of H have no fixed points on this set. If we modify h to make it a continuous mapping into this set, it will be a continuous mapping into ^42.
In these two cases the specialized forms of Theorem 3 become:
Theorem 4. Let Ai be a Baire space, A2a compact group, <p a homeomorphism of Ai onto itself such that Axis a minimal orbit closure under <f>. Let fa. be a continuous mapping of Ai into A2. Suppose that the Baire function h satisfies the relation (1) h(4>ai) = ^o(ai) ■ h(ai)
for all ax outside a set of the first category in A\. Then after change on a set of the first category in Ai,h can be made into a continuous function from Ai to A2 which satisfies (1) for all aiG^i- for all ai outside a set of the first category in A\. Then after change on a set of the first category in Ai, h can be made into a continous function from ai to a2 satisfying (1)' for all ai in Ai.
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